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Abstract
We have developed YFilter, an XML filtering system that provides fast, on-the-fly matching of XMLencoded data to large numbers of query specifications containing constraints on both structure and content. YFilter encodes path expressions using a novel NFA-based approach that enables highly-efficient,
shared processing for large numbers of XPath expressions. In this paper, we provide a brief technical
overview of YFilter, focusing on the NFA model, its implementation, and its performance characteristics.

1 Introduction
Today, it is widely agreed that in distributed computing scenarios such as Web Services, data and application
integration, and personalized content delivery, XML is the way that data to be exchanged will be encoded. This
use of XML has spawned significant interest in techniques for filtering XML data. In an XML filtering system,
continuously arriving streams of XML documents are passed through a filtering engine where documents are
matched to query specifications representing data interests of users or applications, and the matched documents
are delivered accordingly. Queries in these systems are expressed in a language such as XPath [4], which is used
to specify constraints over both structure (using path expressions) and content (using value-based predicates).
An earlier project, XFilter [1], pioneered the use of event-based parsing and Finite State Machines (FSMs)
for fast structure-oriented XML filtering. In XFilter, XPath expressions are converted in to FSMs by mapping
location steps of the the expressions to machine states. Arriving XML documents are then parsed with an
event-based (SAX) parser, and the events raised during parsing are used to drive the FSMs through their various
transitions. A query is determined to match a document if during parsing an accepting state for that query is
reached. In XFilter, a separate FSM is created for each distinct path expression and a sophisticated indexing
scheme is used during processing to locate potentially relevant machines and to execute those machines simultaneously. The indexing scheme and several optimizations provide a substantial performance improvement over a
more naive approach. The drawback, however, is that by creating a separate FSM for each distinct query, XFilter
fails to exploit commonality among the path expressions, and thus, may perform redundant work.
Based on this insight, we have developed YFilter, an XML filtering system aimed at providing efficient filtering for large numbers (e.g., 10’s or 100’s of thousands) of query specifications. The key innovation in YFilter
is an Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA)-based representation of path expressions which combines all
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queries into a single machine. YFilter exploits commonality among path queries by merging the common prefixes of the paths so that they are processed at most once. The resulting shared processing provides tremendous
improvements in structure matching performance over algorithms that do not share such processing or exploit
sharing to a more limited extent. The NFA-based implementation also provides additional benefits including a
relatively small number of machine states, incremental machine construction, and ease of maintenance.
An important challenge that arises due to the shared structure matching approach of YFilter is the handling
of value-based predicates that address contents of elements. We have developed two alternative approaches to
handling such predicates. One approach evaluates predicates as soon as the addressed elements are read from a
document, while the other delays predicate evaluation until the corresponding path expression has been entirely
matched. A further complication that arises in this regard is that of “nested paths”. Since predicates may also
reference other elements in an XML document, we employ a query decomposition scheme to take advantage of
the shared path processing, and use special post-processing to return the final query evaluation results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The logical model of the NFA-based shared path
processing approach is presented in Section 2. The implementation of the approach and techniques for predicate
evaluation are described in some detail in Section 3. Section 4 discusses related work, and Section 5 presents
conclusions and future work.

2 An NFA-based Model for Shared Path Processing
The basic path matching engine of YFilter handles query specifications that are written in a subset of XPath. 1
XPath allows parts of XML documents to be addressed according to their logical structure. A query path
expression in XPath is composed of a sequence of location steps. Each location step consists of an axis, a node
test and zero or more predicates. An axis specifies the hierarchical relationship between the nodes. We focus
on two common axes: the parent-child operator ’/’, and the ancestor-descendent operator ”//”. We support node
tests that are specified by either an element name or the wildcard operator ’*’ (which matches any element
name). Predicates can be applied to address contents of elements or to reference other elements in the document

2.1 An NFA-based Model with an Output Function
Any single path expression written using the axes and node tests described above can be transformed into a
regular expression. Thus, there exists a Finite State Machine (FSM) that accepts the language described by such
a path expression [9]. In YFilter, we combine all of the path queries into a single FSM that takes a form of
Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA). All common prefixes of the paths are represented only once in the
NFA.
Figure 1 shows an example of such an NFA, representing eight queries (we describe the process for constructing such a machine in the following section). A circle denotes a state. Two concentric circles denote an
accepting state; such states are also marked with the IDs of the queries they represent. A directed edge represents
a transition. The symbol on an edge represents the input that triggers the transition. The special symbol ”*”
matches any element. The symbol ”” is used to mark a transition that requires no input. In the figure, shaded
circles represent states shared by queries. Note that the common prefixes of all the queries are shared. Also note
that the NFA contains multiple accepting states. While each query in the NFA has only a single accepting state,
the NFA represents multiple queries. Identical (and structurally equivalent) queries share the same accepting
state (recall that at the point in the discussion, we are not considering predicates).
This NFA can be formally defined as a Moore Machine [9]. The output function of the Moore Machine here
is a mapping from the set of accepting states to a partitioning of identifiers of all queries in the system, where
each partition contains the identifiers of all the queries that share the accepting state.
1

In more recent work we show how to use YFilter to handle more sophisticated queries written in XQuery [6].
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Figure 1: XPath queries and their representation in YFilter
Some Comments on Efficiency. A key benefit of using an NFA-based approach is the tremendous reduction
in machine size it affords. It is reasonable to be concerned that using an NFA-based model could lead to
performance problems due to (for example) the need to support multiple transitions from each state. A standard
technique for avoiding such overhead is to convert the NFA into an equivalent DFA [9]. A straightforward
conversion could theoretically result in severe scalability problems due to an explosion in the number states.
But, as pointed out in [8], this explosion can be avoided in many cases by placing restrictions on the set of DTDs
(i.e., document types) and queries supported, and lazily constructing the DFA.
Our experimental results (reported in [5], however, indicate that such concerns about NFA performance in
this environment are unwarranted. In fact, in the YFilter system, path evaluation (using the NFA) is sufficiently
fast, that it is in many cases not the dominant cost of filtering. Rather, other costs such as document parsing
and result collection are often more expensive than the basic path matching. Thus, while it may in fact be
possible to further improve path matching speed, we believe that the substantial benefits of flexibility and ease
of maintenance provided by the NFA model outweigh any marginal performance improvements that remain to
be gained by even faster path matching.

2.2 Constructing a Combined NFA
Having presented the basic NFA model used by YFilter, we now describe an incremental process for NFA
construction and maintenance. The shared NFA shown in Figure 1 was the result of applying this process to the
eight queries shown in that figure.
The four basic location steps in our subset of XPath are ”/a”, ”//a”, ”/*” and ”//*”, where ’a’ is an arbitrary
symbol from the alphabet consisting of all elements defined in a DTD, and ’*’ is the wildcard operator. Figure 2(a) shows the directed graphs, called NFA fragments, that correspond to these basic location steps. Note
that in the NFA fragments constructed for location steps with ”//”, we introduce an -transition moving to a state
with a self-loop. This -transition is needed so that when combining NFA fragments representing ”//” and ”/”
steps, the resulting NFA accurately maintains the different semantics of both steps (see the examples in Figure 2(b) below). The NFA for a path expression, denoted as N F A p , can be built by concatenating all the NFA
fragments for its location steps. The final state of this N F A p is the (only) accepting state for the expression.
N F Ap s are combined into a single NFA as follows: There is a single initial state shared by all N F A p s.
To insert a new N F Ap , we traverse the combined NFA until either: 1) the accepting state of the N F A p is
reached, or 2) a state is reached for which there is no transition that matches the corresponding transition of the
N F Ap . In the first case, we make that final state an accepting state (if it is not already one) and add the query
ID to the query set associated with the accepting state. In the second case, we create a new branch from the last
state reached in the combined NFA. This branch consists of the mismatched transition and the remainder of the
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Figure 2: NFA fragments for location steps, and examples of merging NFA fragments
N F Ap . Figure 2(b) provides four examples of this process.
It is important to note that because NFA construction in YFilter is an incremental process, new queries can
easily be added to an existing system. This ease of maintenance is a key benefit of the NFA-based approach.

3 Implementation of the NFA-based Path Processing
The previous section described YFilter’s NFA model and its logical construction. In this section, we present the
implementation of the NFA approach and describe its execution.

3.1 Implementing the NFA
For efficiency we implement the NFA using a hash table-based approach. Such approaches have been shown
to have low time complexity for inserting/deleting states, inserting/deleting transitions, and actually performing
the transitions [12]. In this approach, a data structure is created for each state, containing: 1) The ID of the
state, 2) type information (i.e., if it is an accepting state or a //-child as described below), 3) a small hash table
that contains all the legal transitions from that state, and 4) for accepting states, an ID list of the corresponding
queries.
The transition hash table for each state contains [symbol, stateID] pairs where the symbol, which is the key,
indicates the label of the outgoing transition (i.e., element name, ’*’, or ’’) and the stateID identifies the child
state that the transition leads to. Note that the child states of the ’’ transitions are treated specially. Recall that
such states have a self-loop marked with ’*’ (see Figure 2(a)). For such states, (called ”//-child” states) we do
not index the self-loop. As described in the next section, this is possible because transitions marked with ’’ are
treated specially by the execution mechanism.

3.2 Executing the NFA
Having walked through the logical construction and physical implementation we can now describe the execution
of the machine. Following the XFilter approach, we chose to execute the NFA in an event-driven fashion. As
an arriving document is parsed, the events raised by the parser drive the transitions in the NFA. The nesting of
XML elements requires that when an ”end-of-element” event is raised, NFA execution must backtrack to the
states it was in when the corresponding ”start-of-element” was raised. A stack mechanism is used to enable the
backtracking. Since many states can be active simultaneously in an NFA, the run-time stack mechanism must
be capable of tracking multiple active paths. Details are described in the following.
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Figure 3: An example of the NFA execution
Start of Document. When an XML document arrives to be parsed, the execution of the NFA begins at the
initial state. That is, the common initial state is pushed to the runtime stack as the active state.
Start of Element. When a new element name is read from the document, the NFA execution follows all
matching transitions from all currently active states, as follows. For each active state, four checks are performed:
1) The incoming element name is looked up in the state’s hash table. If it is present, the corresponding stateID
is added to a set of ”target states”. 2) The ’*’ symbol is also looked up in the hash table. If it exists, its stateID is
also added to the set of target states. Since the ’*’ symbol matches any element name, a transition marked by it
is always performed. 3) Then, the type information of the state is checked. If the state itself is a ”//-child” state,
then its own stateID is added to the set, which effectively implements a self-loop marked by the ’*’ symbol in
the NFA structure. 4) Finally, to perform an -transition, the hash table is checked for the ’’ symbol, and if one
is present, the //-child state indicated by the corresponding stateID is processed recursively, according to steps
1-3 above.
After all the currently active states have been checked in this manner, the set of ”target states” is pushed onto
the top of the run-time stack. They then become the ”active” states for the next event. If a state in the target set
is an accepting state, which means it has just been reached during reading the last element, the identifiers of all
queries associated with the state are collected and added to an output data structure.
End of Element. When an end-of-element is encountered, backtracking is performed by simply popping the
top set of states off the stack.
Finally, it is important to note that, unlike a traditional NFA, whose goal is to find one accepting state for an
input, our NFA execution must continue until all potential accepting states have been reached. This is because
we must find all queries that match the input document.
An example of this execution model is shown in Figure 3. On the left of the figure is the index created for the
NFA of Figure 1. The number on the top-left of each hash table is a state ID and hash tables with a bold border
represent accepting states. The right of the figure shows the evolution of the contents of the runtime stack as an
example XML fragment is parsed. In the stack, each state is represented by its ID. An underlined ID indicates
that the state is a //-child.

3.3 Predicate Evaluation
The discussion so far has focused on the structure matching aspects of YFilter. In an XPath expression, however,
predicates can be applied to address properties of elements, such as their text data, their attributes and their
position. We refer to these as value-based predicates. In addition, predicates may also include other path
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expressions, which are called nested paths. Any number of such predicates can be attached to a location step in
a path expression. In this section, we briefly describe the techniques used in YFilter to support the evaluation of
these predicates.
Given the NFA-based model for path-matching, an intuitive approach to supporting value-based predicates
would be to extend the NFA by including additional transitions to states that represent the successful evaluation of the predicates. Unfortunately, such an approach could result in an explosion of the number of states in
the NFA, and would destroy the sharing of path expressions, the primary advantage of using an NFA. Instead,
in YFilter, we use a separate selection operator that evaluates value-based predicates by interacting with the
NFA-based processing of path expressions. Traditional relational query processing uses the heuristic of pushing
selections down in the query plan so that they are processed early in the evaluation. Following this intuition, we
developed an approach called Inline, that processes value-based predicates as soon as the elements in path expressions that those predicates address are matched during structure matching. We also developed an alternative
approach, called Selection Postponed (SP), that waits until an entire path expression is matched during structural
matching, and at that point applies all the value-based predicates for the matched path.
Nested paths are handled by first decomposing queries into their constituent paths and then inserting all of
these paths into the path matching engine. These paths are matched using the shared path matching approach
described above. Then, we use a separate collection operator to process the matches of constituent paths and
return the final query results. A more detailed description of these techniques is provided in the full paper on
YFilter [5].

3.4 Overview of the Performance Results
We have performed a detailed performance study of our YFilter implementation [5]. In the study, we compared
the performance of the NFA-based path matching approach in YFilter, the FSM-per-query approach used by
XFilter, and a hybrid approach that exploits a reduced degree of shared path processing. We also investigated
the tradeoffs between the Inline and SP approaches to value-based predicates. The results of the studies can be
summarized as follows:
1. YFilter can provide order of magnitude performance improvements over both XFilter and the hybrid
approach. In fact, as discussed earlier, path processing using YFilter is sufficiently fast that in many cases
it is outweighed by other costs for XML filtering such as document parsing and result collection.
2. The NFA-based approach is robust and efficient under query workloads with varying proportions of “//”
operators and ’*’ operators. This is important because it is these operators that introduce non-determinism
into the path matching process. The NFA-based approach was also shown to perform well using a number
of DTDs with different characteristics.
3. The maintenance cost (i.e., as queries are added and removed) of the NFA structure is small, due to the
incremental construction that an nondeterministic version of a FSM enables and due to the sharing of
structure inherent in the NFA approach.
4. For value-based predicates, the SP approach was found to perform much better than the Inline approach.
The Inline approach suffers because early predicate evaluation cannot eliminate future work of structure
matching or predicate evaluation, due to the shared nature of path matching and the effect of recursive
elements in the presence of “//” operators in path queries. In contrast, SP uses path matching to prune
the set of queries for which predicate evaluation needs to be considered, thus achieving a significant
performance gain.
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4 Related Work
A number of XML filtering systems have been developed to efficiently match XPath queries with streaming
documents. XFilter [1] builds a Finite State Machine (FSM) for each path query and employs a query index
on all the FSMs to process all queries simultaneously. XTrie [3] indexes sub-strings of path expressions that
only contain parent-child operators, and shares the processing of the common sub-strings among queries using
the index. In [8], all path expressions are combined into a single DFA, resulting in good performance but
with significant limitations on the flexibility of the approach. YFilter and Index-Filter are compared through
a detailed performance study in [2]. MatchMaker [10] is the only published work reporting its performance
on shared tree pattern matching. Using disk-resident indexes on pattern nodes and path operators, it labels
document nodes with all matching queries. I/O invocations limited its matching efficiency. Other related work
includes publish/subscribe systems, such as Xlyeme [7] and Le Subscribe [11]. A common feature of these
systems is the use of restricted profile languages, e.g. a set of attribute value pairs, and data structures tailored
to them for high system throughput.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a technical overview of the basic structure and value-based matching approaches
of YFilter with a focus on its novel NFA-based approach to shared processing of path expressions. Our work has
shown that the NFA-based approach can provide high-performance XML filtering for large numbers of queries
that contain both structure-based and value-based constraints.
More recently we have been extending YFilter in two important directions. First, we have investigated the
use of YFilter in a more general XML Message Brokering scenario [6]. XML filtering represents the lowest
level of functionality required for XML-based data exchange in a distributed infrastructure. In many emerging
applications in this environment, however, XML data must also be transformed on a query-by-query basis, in
order to provide customized data delivery and to enable cooperation among disparate, loosely coupled services
and applications. To support such transformations, we take the NFA-based path matching engine as the basis,
and develop alternative techniques that push the work of processing path expressions into the engine and perform
efficient post-processing of the remaining portions of queries to generalize customized results. Second, as XML
filtering systems are to be deployed in a distributed wide-area environment, our current efforts are aimed at
studying the deployment of such systems as the foundation of an overlay network that supports content-based
routing of documents and queries and intelligent delivery that allows shared transmission of query results.
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